CSecWolfe says:
LAST TIME, ON ARCADIA STATION - 
THE NOROM AMBASSADOR HAS A SEED OF DOUBT PLANTED, THAT HE WILL MOST SURELY SOW.......AND THE PARADOX OF THE APOLLO CONTINUES TO PROVE TO BE AN ENIGMA, WRAPPED IN A QUESTION, BLANKETED IN AN ANOMALY

CSecWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Amb_Norom says:
::in his assigned quarters, and activating his head gear, and electronic things::

CNS_Savar says:
@::On the Apollo, in it's Sickbay::

C_OPSRick says:
:standing at console keeping a watchful eye on the AT::

Ops_Craig says:
::on bridge::

CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE AMBASSADORS ENTOURAGE SCURRY ABOUT TO AID HIM

CO_Reed says:
::standing in main operations::

CTO_Matt says:
::in OPS, standing in front of Tactical, scanning the area::

CSecWolfe says:
::feels a headache start to build....must be the stress of the mission::

CMO_Rex says:
@::looks around, feeling a bit bewildered::

Amb_Norom says:
::lowers the feedback pitch::

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Ens. Craig make sure the decon team is set up in CB2.

Ops_Craig says:
COps: yes sir

Ops_Craig says:
::heads to TL::

C_OPSRick says:
*CMO* Doc, are you finding any contaminats that we need to worry about?

CNS_Savar says:
@CMO: There are two Vulcans in the lab that might require your expertice.  We need to know if they can be transported.

Host CO_Reed says:
::wonders what is going on over at the Apollo::

Ops_Craig says:
::arrives at CB2::

CMO_Rex says:
@::scans for any contaminants that we need to worry about::

Ops_Craig says:
@COps: Sir, they're all set

C_OPSRick says:
@OPS: Thanks, check to see if there a security detail posted?

CMO_Rex says:
@::scans the Vulcans for any types of virii::

Ops_Craig says:
@COps: they arent here yet, sir

CSO_Tyler says:
::at OPS reviewing sensor scans of energy field::

C_OPSRick says:
*OPS: Thanks, when you get finish there come back up to the bridge.

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: Have you anything on the powder?

Ops_Craig says:
*Ops*: Ok, the security team is arriving now

Ops_Craig says:
*Ops*:Im on my way to the bridge

Ops_Craig says:
::Heads to TL::

Amb_Norom says:
::watchs as the Csec goes about is normal things, steps over to the corner of his room where site 2 massive 130lb. bar bells and lifts them with esie::

Host CO_Reed says:
::pacing back and forth in Ops::

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Sir decon is setup in CB2 for when the AT comes back.

Ops_Craig says:
Computer: Deck 1

Host CO_Reed says:
C_OPS:  Acknowledged.

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to scan the abnormally on the nacelle's of the Apollo::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Scans surroundings on the Apollo again...maybe missed something::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Tyler to Savar... is there anything unsual going on in the cargbay?

CMO_Rex says:
@::taps combadge:: *CO* Sir, I recommend transporting the casualties back to the station. I don't detect any forms of viral infection in them, and our medical facilities are far better-equipped than those of a Sabre-class ship.

CMO_Rex says:
*CO* One odd thing, though, I'm detecting anti-proton residue on them.

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  ::putters about his sickbay::

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: How is the Apollo's orbit?

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  Transport them to Cargo Bay 2.  We have a decon area set up there.

Ops_Craig says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I'm not in the vicinity of the CB.  I'm on the ship.

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  The orbit is stable, Sir.

Amb_Norom says:
::adds 2 more plates to each side of the bar, totaling wieght well over 400lb.::

CMO_Rex says:
@*CO* Recommend using the station's transporters, sir.

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  Pretend that I know nothing about medicine.  What is anti-proton residue?

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I know..i'm referring to the cargobay on the ship

Host CO_Reed says:
::glances over at the Chief of OPS::  Can you get a lock on them, and beam them to CB2?

Ops_Craig says:
COps: got anything for me, sir?

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Will try to beam them sir.

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: I have the transporters setup for a small delay to scan for any evidence of the anomalies we've found thus far

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: My apologies.  I'm in Sickbay right now.  I'll adjust my tricorder to pick up readings from that area.  ::Re-tunes tricorder and scans::

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Help me reconfiguire the transporters to filter any unknown substances out.

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I'm detecting a large stasis field in the CB.  I'm heading there now to see it first hand.

CMO_Rex says:
@*CO* Well, sir, as you know, matter is comprised of protons, electrons, and neutrons. Antimatter is comprised of anti-protons, anti-electrons, et cetera. So it could be due to contact with antimatter, but I would tend to doubt that, since that should have been fatal.

Ops_Craig says:
::works on the transporter control::

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: Thanks

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  I thought they were dead already?

Host CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Should I head down to CargoBay 2 for debriefing and oversee the decon?

Amb_Norom says:
::Begins pacing around his quarters, thinks I really want this deal to go through::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: from the looks of things sir it was fatal, maybe not consistent with what we know of exposure to anti-matter, but still the same result.... Dead

Ops_Craig says:
COps: I think ive got it

CMO_Rex says:
@*CO*: There's definite brain activity. A *lot* of it.

CNS_Savar says:
@Computer, de-activate the EMH.  ::Remembers the CMO had trouble before:: Allow for reinitialization by myself and the CMO of Arcadia Station.

C_OPSRick says:
CO: We can try anytime you are ready sir?

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Thanks

Host CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  Sure.  Oversee the decon.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::nods and heads for the TL....the headache builing::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Watches EMH go off-line and heads to TL::

Host CO_Reed says:
Palmer:  Wait for Wolfe to reach the Cargo Bay.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE APOLLO EMH DEREZZES...THEN REAPPEARS.....HIS EYEBROWS FURROWING AND HIS EYES FLASHING CRIMSON

C_OPSRick says:
CO: Aye sir and I would like to send Ens Lowell down to CB2 for Ops Oversee.

CSO_Tyler says:
::begins scanning the energy field around the nacelles and engineering of the appollo for any traces of Anti-Protons::

Host CO_Reed says:
::nods::

Amb_Norom says:
::uses his cyber implants to gain access to Communications:: *Mr. Reed* I was wants to know when we may start our meeting!!

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Head to CB2 for OPS oversee.

Ops_Craig says:
Cops: aye sir

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Counselor, any word on the cargo bay?

Ops_Craig says:
::Heads to TL::

CTO_Matt says:
::continues to check on things through the Apollo computer, checking the computer core and the engineering section and anything out of the ordinary::

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  ::picks up the hypospray and heads out of sickbay::

Host CO_Reed says:
*Norom*:  Meeting?

Ops_Craig says:
Computer: Cargo Bay 2

Host CSecWolfe says:
::arrives in the Cargobay....getting a quick report::

Ops_Craig says:
::Arrives in Cargo Bay 2::

Amb_Norom says:
*CO*Yes captain! About out interence and acceptance to starfleet!!

Host CSecWolfe says:
::the pain in his head pounding...almost distracting::

CMO_Rex says:
@::waits for the CO to respond::

Host CO_Reed says:
*Norom*:  I was under the impression that you were to be meeting with officials on Earth on that matter.  I was told that you were just stopping at Arcadia on your way there.

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  ::checks the charge on the hypospray, and heads out::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  If they are dead, how can they have brain activity?

C_OPSRick says:
*CSEC* Sir, are you ready for transport?

CNS_Savar says:
::Scans CB once more for good measure before stepping in.  Also makes sure the stasis field doesn't cover the doorway::

Host CSecWolfe says:
*C_OPS*  We are......::noticing the thumbs up from the EMH::

CMO_Rex says:
@*CO* Well, ordinarily, they couldn't. Why they are is anyone's guess.

Amb_Norom says:
::as he becomes impatiant he storms his massive body into the Coradoor, and on to the TL::

C_OPSRick says:
CSO/OPS: Gentlemen, we are ready for transport on my mark.

C_OPSRick says:
CSO/OPS: 1  2  3  energize.

Ops_Craig says:
Ops: we're ready here sir

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Report

CSO_Tyler says:
::energizes transporters::

Host CSecWolfe  (Transporter.wav)

Host CSecWolfe says:
::notices the bodies appear::

Amb_Norom says:
*Reed* No, my orders where to talk with you in the matter. This is very impotant to me and my race!!

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I've found a giant stasis field in the CB.  It would be... entrancing... to humans.

C_OPSRick says:
::iniaties transporters and signals CSO and OPS::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE VULCANS APPEAR, AS SOON AS THEY MATERIALIZE.....THEY BEGIN HAVING SEIZURES, THEIR EYES OPEN IN A PANIC AND FOMAING AT THE MOUTH

Host CO_Reed says:
*Norom*:  That conflicts with my orders.  Give me a moment to speak with my superiors at SFC.

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: How is everything?

CMO_Rex says:
@::immediately initiates medical scans on the Vulcans::

Ops_Craig says:
COps: going fine no complications

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* anything within the stasis field??  I'm picking up the same energy pattern there as around the nacelles

Amb_Norom says:
TL: OPS

Host CO_Reed says:
All:  I'll be in my ready room.  ::walks into ready room::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Senses Vulcans in their state::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I'm also picking up highlevels of anti-proton within sickbay..did your scans notice anything unusual there.. ::begins another scan of anti-proton in sickbay to pinpoint the source::

C_OPSRick says:
*CMO* did the vulcans beam over ok?

Host CO_Reed says:
::sits down and turns on computer screen::  Computer, open a channel to SFC, authorization Reed 2-2-4 beta.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, I am detecting heavy concentrations of anti-protons in the Apollo sickbay.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::blinks in surprise...the pain in his head throbbing::

Host CO_Reed says:
*CTO*:  There isn't anyone near there, is there?

Host CSecWolfe says:
<VulcanCSO>  IT IS HERE!!!!!!!

Amb_Norom says:
::as he steps out onto OPS, he sees the other officers on deck as they move back::ALL: Where is your CO??

Host CSecWolfe says:
<VulcanCSO>  ::grabs the CMO::  IT IS HERE!!!!!!

CMO_Rex says:
::winces:: VCSO: What is? What's here?

Host CO_Reed says:
::waits for someone at SFC to respond::

CSO_Tyler says:
:;rises from station::  Amb:; He is in his ready room ambassador. I'll inform him that you  wish to see him

Ops_Craig says:
::hand goes to the phaser on his hip::

C_OPSRick says:
AMB: He is in ameeting and can not be disturb, sir

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  BLOOD BEGINS TO STREAM FROM THE VUCLANS EARS....

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I'm no longer in the Sickbay.  I've found the stasis field in the CB and can see a large, white oblisk.

CMO_Rex says:
Computer! Initiate emergency medical transport to sickbay!

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: What's  happening?

CSO_Tyler says:
::walks to captains ready room and buzzes ::  *CNS* acknowledged counselor..i'll have a few questions momentarily..stand by

Host CO_Reed says:
Enter

CSO_Tyler says:
::enters ready room::

Ops_Craig says:
COps: the vulcans are here and one just grabbed the CMO, transport them to sickbay

CNS_Savar says:
@::Begins feeling woozy from Vulcan's anguish::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Sir sorry to bother you, but the ambassador wishes to see you.. and the situation on the appolo sir

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE SECOND VULCAN STOPS SHAKING.....HIS NOSE AND EARS BLEEDING PROFUSELY.....THE APOLLO CSO ALSO STOPS MOVING...HIS EYES WIDE IN FEAR

Host CO_Reed says:
::looks up:: Yes?

C_OPSRick says:
::notices a emergency beam to sickbay::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE THREE PEOPLE APPEAR IN SICKBAY

CMO_Rex (beam.wav)

CTO_Matt says:
::decides to try and use the Apollo's internal sensors to scan the ship itself, looking for any trace of anti-proton readings::

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Send him in.

Amb_Norom says:
C_OPS: Thank you young sir as I may not know I have  waited long enough, with that he stands behind the C_OPS::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: Wnat happened to the Vulcans?

CMO_Rex says:
::puts the Apollo patients into stasis::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE OBLISK BEGINS TO GLOW....

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: I'm picking up anti-proton all over that ship,  high concentrations of it in sick bay.  And I think that the CNS might have found the artifact

C_OPSRick says:
::watches the Amb Norom as he enters the CO ready room::

Ops_Craig says:
COps: i am going to sickbay,sir

Amb_Norom says:
::walks in the the Captain's RR:: CO: Hello Sir...

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Artifact?

CTO_Matt says:
*CNS*  I am detecting a large anti-proton field approaching your area.

Host CO_Reed says:
::looks at the Ambassador::

Ops_Craig says:
::heads to sickbay::

C_OPSRick says:
*OPS: Right

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I'm not sure contact Dr. Rex

Host CSecWolfe says:
::turns.....to head for the TL::  *Ops*  We're moving to sickbay.....::takes a tentative step forward.....his feet feeling like dead weights::

C_OPSRick says:
CSEC: Aye sir

Ops_Craig says:
::enters TL::Computer: Sickbay

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: I'll scan for it.  ::Notices oblisk:: The oblisk has begun to glow.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::follows the OPS officer into the TL::

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: there were log entries refrencing some artifcat onboard the appolo. Well there is an obelisk within the stasis field onboard the appolo.   exactly where i've been picking up reading of the same energy field surronding the nacelles and engineering

Amb_Norom says:
CO: May I attend while you contact your superiors?

CMO_Rex says:
::scans the Vulcans through the stasis field::

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: Can you get a internal scan of the Apollo where the CNS is?

Host CO_Reed says:
Norom:  Of course.  Take a seat.  It may have to wait a few moments, though.

Amb_Norom says:
::wonders that man will stop interupting as he gives the CSO a stare::

Ops_Craig says:
::arrives in sickbay::CMO: anything i can do Doc?

Host CSecWolfe says:
::follows the OPS officer in::

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO: What is your opinion of the situation?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: I'll leave you two alone. I'll contact you with any new developments  ::turns to leave and nods to the ambassador::    Ambassador

CMO_Rex says:
Ops: No, unfortunately, unless you want to assist in the autopsies.

CMO_Rex says:
::sinks heavily into a chair::

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to pinpoint the direction the anti-proton field is coming from::

Ops_Craig says:
::Mutters an obsenity::

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: What do you have?

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: well sir,, i suggest the away team stays over there...until we get a better understanding

Host CO_Reed says:
::looks down at the computer screen::  "Transmission failed."
Hmm..

Ops_Craig says:
CMO: what did they die of?

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  A BEAM OF ANTI-PROTON SLAMS INTO THE WALL NEXT TO THE COUNSELOR, BURNING A CLEAN HOLE

Host CO_Reed says:
CSO:  Whatever you think is best.

CTO_Matt says:
*CNS* Sir, the anti-proton field is coming from the cargobay.

CNS_Savar says:
@::Quickly ducks, pulling phaser::

Amb_Norom says:
::takes a seat on the long coutch as he does not think he and his masive muscular body might not fir in that chair with arms:: CO: Thanks you Mr. Reed

CMO_Rex says:
Ops: Massive hemmorhage.

CSO_Tyler says:
CO: Aye sir  ::exits and re-enters OPS::

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  Counselor:  Your kind are dangerous......

Ops_Craig says:
CMO: thats not a pretty way to die

CMO_Rex says:
Ops: Very true.

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: I'm under attack.  The EMH just shot a nice hole in the wall next to me.

CSO_Tyler says:
::walks onto OPS and takes the science station::

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: can you get a internal scan of the Apollo?

Host CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Captain, the two Vulcans are dead sir...they appeared to have died of massive brain hemmorages

Host CO_Reed says:
Norom:  The transmission I am sending seems to be failing.

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: running it now ::begins the scan::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: Requesting emergency beam-out.

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to disconnect the EMH program on the Apollo from any source of power or emitters::

Ops_Craig says:
COps:Sir the vulcans are dead

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* can you deactivate the EMH program?

Host CO_Reed says:
*CSec*:  Acknowledged.  Inform the CMO, if you have not already.

CSO_Tyler says:
::scans the stasis field for any extra activity::

CMO_Rex says:
*CO* I'm sorry to report that the casualties from the Apollo have died. Permission to beam back over to the Apollo, sir... I think that whatever answers exist as to the reasons for their deaths will be there.

CTO_Matt says:
*CNS*  You need to get out of the cargobay, I cannot get a lock onto you.

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: I tried before.  I'll try again.  ::Raising voice:: Computer, deactivate the EMH, now.

Host CSecWolfe says:
*CO*  Aye.....
OPS:  I am returning to station ops if needed...

C_OPSRick says:
*OPS: Thanks sorry to hear that.

Ops_Craig says:
CSec:aye sir

Host CSecWolfe says:
@ <EMH>  ::disappears.....the hypo falling to the ground with a dull thump::

KateWolfe says:
::heading up to Ops, hearing dreadful things through the corridors::

Ops_Craig says:
::heads for TL::

Amb_Norom says:
CO: is there a problem captian??.... You and your renound Starfleet ENGs should be able to fix it in a flash..

Ops_Craig says:
::enters TL::Computer: Deck1, Bridge

Host CO_Reed says:
Norom:  A quick diagnostic seems to indicate that radiation is interfereing with the transmission.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Did the EMH deactivate??

Host CSecWolfe says:
::leans back against the TL wall.....his head throbbing::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE EMH REAPPEARS...

Ops_Craig says:
::Arrives on bridge::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: The EMH has dissapeared.  I'm going to try to delete him off the ship.  We can always copy our's into the Apollo's database.

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  Tisk...tisk...tisk...

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: Can you shut down the entire computer mainframe?

Host CSecWolfe says:
@ <EMH>  ::raises hand...his hand glowing a brilliant gold::

Ops_Craig says:
COps: so much for the decon stuff

CMO_Rex says:
::heads out of sickbay toward the transporter room::

Amb_Norom says:
CO: Thats rediculase.. havn't you ever heard of trying different frequantcies??

Host CO_Reed says:
*CMO*:  I would rather you not.  Sensors have detected large amounts of anti-protons on the Apollo.

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: looking into it  don't know what that will do to whatever that is protecting the hull breach though

CNS_Savar says:
@::Moves out of CargoBay:: *Arcadia*: Emergency beam-out, now!

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the EMH reactivate itself from his computer screen and shuts down all power to the cargobay::

C_OPSRick says:
CTO: Beam CNS out of there now.

Host CO_Reed says:
Norom:  I can assure you, I have tried.  Some sort of radiation is not permitting a transmission.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::winces as if a blow was landed between his eyes....feels a warm trickle come out of his left nostril::

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  I cannot get a lock because of the anti-protons.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Whatever is going on has some connection with the artifact...can you somehow destroy the stasis field so we can beam it out of there

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: can you get a transporter lock on everyone over there??

Ops_Craig says:
CSO: no

CMO_Rex says:
::walks into the transporter room::

KateWolfe says:
::gets the feeling that there's something wrong...::~Max?~

Ops_Craig says:
CSO: the anti-protons are interferring

C_OPSRick says:
*CNS:  Move to the runabout and get out of there.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::reaches up and touches his nose...the finger tips red...the headache overwhelming::

CSO_Tyler says:
::begins altering the sensory array to emit a highlevel proton blast::  OPS: I have a theory

Ops_Craig says:
CSO: go ahead

Host CSecWolfe says:
::feels the same feeling in his ears......::  ~Kate:  No....~

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS: if this works you might have to set a new record for transporter time....keep an eye out for those signals

CTO_Matt says:
::searches his database for anything to neutralize anti-protons::

C_OPSRick says:
*CNS* Emergency  start up and get out of there.

Amb_Norom says:
CO: Our Technology is not render by something as small as a little rediation.. You could benifit from us.. but that's what's wrong you can't trust me?.. You have to get your conformation, don't you?? ::mumbles other things just under his breath in descust::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::tips forward, all balance lost.........watches as black rings appear in his vision::

Ops_Craig says:
CSO: ok try and give me as much warning as possible

CSO_Tyler says:
:;prepares to fire highlevel proton blast::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Realizes this can't be a hologram and shoots at it with the phaser, full force::

KateWolfe says:
::mutters to self:: That's it. ::she heads in Max's direction, very concerned::

CSO_Tyler says:
OPS : Ok..the array is ready...are you all set

Ops_Craig says:
CSOLyes

Host CSecWolfe says:
::twitches violently and blacks out, curled into a ball in the TL as it stops at Ops...the doors sliding open::

CSO_Tyler says:
::fires proton beam::

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  ::blasts out another chunk of wall....::

KateWolfe says:
::she arrives in Ops just after he does, and makes a beeline, grabbing a tricorder as she's running::

Ops_Craig says:
::initiates transport of CNS::

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the CSec on the floor of the TL::

CSO_Tyler says:
::scans for any effects::

C_OPSRick says:
:: notices door open and CSEC:: CMO: Medical emergency bridge

Host CSecWolfe says:
::twitces::

KateWolfe says:
::she drops to one knee beside him, scanning to see what is wrong::

Amb_Norom says:
::his headset loses a little signal so he boosts  the gain::

C_OPSRick says:
::runs to TL: Cmdr: what happened?

Host CSecWolfe says:
::bellows in pain as the gain is boosted::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  AS THE PROTON FIELD IS EMITTED...THE EMH DISAPPEARS

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Beam the CNS out of there.

Ops_Craig says:
CSO:got it

KateWolfe says:
::internal hemmoraging...she's detecting micro cybornetics in his head...similar to nanites::

Ops_Craig says:
*CNS*standby for transport

Amb_Norom says:
::glares at the CO woundering if he will respond::

CNS_Savar says:
@*OPS*: Stading by.

Ops_Craig says:
::iniates transport of CNS::

CSO_Tyler says:
::scanning for activity within the stasis field::

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE PROTON FIELD CANCELS THE ANTI-PROTON FIELD...THE TRANSPORT GOES THROUGH EASILY

CNS_Savar says:
::Beams onto Arcadia::

Ops_Craig  (Transporter.wav)

C_OPSRick says:
CMO: Doc, we have emergency beam to sickbay:

CSO_Tyler says:
Ops: get him to Decam  stat!

C_OPSRick says:
KateW: Cmdr, we're beaming you both to sickbay

Amb_Norom says:
::twitchs::

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Prepare emergency beam to sickbay

Ops_Craig says:
*CNS*:Go to CB2 for decon

CTO_Matt says:
::notices the proton field cancel the anti-proton field and tries to send protons throughout the Apollo, cancelling all anti-protons::

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Energize

Host CO_Reed says:
::looks at Norom::  Are you okay?

Ops_Craig says:
::energizeing::

Ops_Craig  (Transporter.wav)

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE CSEC APPEARS IN SICKBAY, BLEEDING FROM HIS EYES, EARS AND NOSE

Host CSecWolfe says:
::bellows in pain::

CSO_Tyler says:
Ops_Craig: maybe you set that transporter record...we'll have to look into that Ensign ::jokingly::

Amb_Norom says:
::a small spark emulates from his head set and it crashes, as he throws it to the floor it shaters into a million pieces::

Ops_Craig says:
CSO: thanks, but it sounds like a dubious award

Host CO_Reed says:
::raises an eyebrow::

C_OPSRick says:
::EMH in sickbay is helping CSEC while CMO is in route::

Amb_Norom says:
MYSELF:ARG

Host CSecWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::scans the CSec::  What the?

C_OPSRick says:
OPS: Did the CNS get back safely?

Host CO_Reed says:
::pushes a little button on his desk which calls a security team to his ready room::  Are you alright, Ambassador?

Ops_Craig says:
COPS: yes

C_OPSRick says:
CSO/CTO: anything from you two?

Host CSecWolfe says:
<EMH>  *CO*  I am detecting Norom implants in the Security Cheif...they are failing and causing substantal hemmoraging in his eyes and ears.

CTO_Matt says:
COPS: Yes, the CNS got back ok.

Amb_Norom says:
::glares at the CO:: CO: Yes I was just runnig over some files and it just crashed::

Host CO_Reed says:
*EMH*:  Fix them!

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: nothing but a days work Rich ::laughing::  I'd like to get  a sample of that energy however

C_OPSRick says:
CSO: By all means.

Host CSecWolfe says:
<EMH>  *CO*  I am removing them......  ::begins removing them with the wonderful toys all EMH's know how to use::

Amb_Norom says:
CO:Mr Reed??

Host CO_Reed says:
Norom:  I asked if you were okay.  You were... sparking.

CSO_Tyler says:
::sets up a comlink and tries to remotely open the bussard rammscoop to collect a sample of the energy field::

C_OPSRick says:
*CNS*: How are you doing?

Amb_Norom says:
::stands up:: CO: Yes MR REED Of course!! HAPPENS all the TIME!!

Host CSecWolfe says:
<EMH>  ::sedates the CSec.....scans the cybornetics::

C_OPSRick says:
::sees a security detail outside the CO ready room::

Host CO_Reed says:
::waits for the security team::  I see..  it looks painful.

CNS_Savar says:
COPS: I appear to be physically undamaged.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  5 BURLY SEC OFFICERS APPEAR...WELL ARMED AND PEEVED

Amb_Norom says:
CO: I'm stong I'll live!!I LIKE PAIN!

Host CO_Reed says:
::nods to the security officers outside::

Host CSecWolfe says:
<SecOfficers>  ::point their weapons at the Norom Ambassador::

Amb_Norom says:
::Thows 3 SECs against the wall knocking them out!!

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE OTHER TWO OFFICERS KO THE AMBASSADOR WITH PHASER BLASTS

Amb_Norom says:
::attemps to run for it:

CSO_Tyler says:
::see's the commotion near the CO's Ready Room::

Amb_Norom says:
::goes down hard::

Ops_Craig says:
::rushes to the ready room door with phaser in hand::

C_OPSRick says:
::activates a force field around the AMB Norom:

CSO_Tyler says:
::rushes to the ready room::

Host CSecWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

